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FIRST THINGS 
FIRST
Update BPOU Registration and 
Statement of Organization form with CFB

New Treasurer check list

Obtain necessary materials from the 
CFB



UPDATE PARTY UNIT REGISTRATION
 This form can be found on the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board website: 

https://cfb.mn.gov/

If anything about the BPOU changes, such as address or more 
importantly, the Chair or the Treasurer, then an amended 
Registration and Statement of Organization form must be submitted 
to the CFB.

This form must be received by the CFB no later than 10 days from 
the date the change(s) occurred.

If a vacancy happens with your position of Treasurer, one must be 
appointed/elected per your BPOU’s bylaws and constitution as 
soon as possible. Political Party Units can not accept contributions 
or make expenditures when the Treasurer position is vacant.

State law requires each BPOU to have at least one chair and one 
treasurer. The CFB recommends more than two officers, however, 
and a finance/audit committee to oversee party unit finances.
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NEW TREASURER CHECK LIST
Visit BPOU’s official depository (must be listed on Registration and Statement of 
Organization form) and make any necessary changes such as approved 
signer(s), address changes or anything related to the BPOU’s banking that may 
be required.

Take ownership of all finance files. The treasurer should maintain hard copy files 
of all required documentation of contributions and expenditures (more on the 
required documentation later).

Establish an accounting system if one is not in place or if the one in place is 
deficient.

Obtain CFB assigned username and password for the CFB software. If this 
information is misplaced, contact Melissa Stevens at the CFB at (651) 539-1188 
for help retrieving it.

Obtain a federal tax ID if your bank requires one. You can do that by going to 
https://sa2.www4.irs.gov/modiein/individual/index.jsp and following the 
instructions.
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USEFUL MATERIALS FROM THE CFB

Party Unit Handbook - This book is a great resource outlining basic party unit 
responsibilities as well as the most important rules, regulations and statutes governing 
party unit operations. The book can be printed out online at 
https://cfb.mn.gov/pdf/publications/handbooks/PTU_handbook.pdf?t=1683229472

Political Contribution Refund receipt book - This is the MN Department of Revenue 
approved receipt. You can only issue receipts from this book or if you prefer to use 
your own receipt format, you must get that approved from the MN Department of 
Revenue. The book can be ordered from the CFB and mailed to you by calling 
Melissa Stevens at the CFB at (651) 539-1188 .

Training opportunities from the CFB - The CFB conducts periodic classroom training 
covering topics from fundraising, compliance and CFB software training. The volume 
and frequency of trainings change but you can register for any of their trainings by 
going online to https://cfb.mn.gov/. They also have several training videos on their 
website.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
What is a contribution?

• A contribution is anything of monetary value given to the 
party unit. This includes:
• Direct monetary contribution.
• In-kind contribution of goods and services.

• In-kind contribution value must be recorded as 
current market value of the goods or services.

• An in-kind expenditure of the same value must be 
recorded on the same day (more on that in the 
expenditure section).

• Registration fees for meetings and events are 
considered contributions.

• Bank interest earned is not a contribution and must 
reported on a special form.

• Bank or personal loans are not contributions and must 
be thoroughly documented.



CONTRIBUTIONS

Who can give party units contributions

• Individuals who are not lobbyists.
• Individuals who are lobbyists.
•Political committees and funds registered with the 

Board.
•Political committees registered in Hennepin County.
•Political party units registered in Minnesota.
•A state candidate’s campaign committee. 
•Groups that are not registered with the Board if 1) the 

contribution is $200 or less or 2) the group also gives 
you a disclosure form showing who gave the group 
money and how the group spent that money.



CONTRIBUTIONS

Who can’t give party units 
contributions

•Corporations.
•Limited liability companies (LLCs).
•Anonymous contributors unless the 

contribution is $20 or less. 
•Anyone who gives you money on 

the condition that you will give it to 
or use it for a particular candidate.



CONTRIBUTIONS
How often should contributions be 

deposited

• By state statute all contributions 
must be deposited within 10 days of 
receipt.

• If not, then the contribution must be 
returned.

What to do if a prohibited 
contribution is accidently accepted

• The prohibited contribution must be 
returned. 

• If the prohibited contribution is 
deposited but returned within 90 
days, you do not need to report it 
and any violation of state statute 
that occurred will be cleared.

• If the prohibited contribution is 
deposited but not returned within 90 
days, then you still need to return it, 
and in this case, you will have to 
report it on your next scheduled 
compliance report. You may then 
face penalties for violation of the 
statute.

• If the prohibited contribution is 
returned without depositing it, you 
don’t need to report anything.



CONTRIBUTIONS

How to handle joint contributions

• Campaign finance rules do not 
recognize joint contributions. Every 
contribution must be reported as 
coming from one donor. 

• You must decide how to report a 
contribution in the form of a check 
with two names on it.

• You must report the contribution as 
being received from the person who 
signed the check.

• You can also record a split 
contribution, but only if one of the 
following conditions is met:
• You know personally that both 

account holders intended to 
contribute, or

• you contact the person who did not 
sign the check to confirm that the 
check was intended to be from both 
account holders.

What to do with anonymous 
contributions

• By statute, party units can accept no 
more than $20 in a single anonymous 
contribution.

• If more than $20 is given 
anonymously, you must forward the 
entire amount to the CFB with a note 
explaining it was an anonymous 
contribution you are returning. 



CONTRIBUTIONS
What records do I need to 

keep?

• For all contributions 
(including in-kind)that are 
over $20, you must 
internally record:
• The name and address of 

the donor.
• The date the contribution 

was received.
• The amount of the 

contribution.
• For in-kind contributions, a 

description of what was 
donated. 

• If the donor is registered 
with the Board, you should 
record the donor’s Board 
registration number.

For all contributions (including in-kind)that are at 
least $20 but over $200 you must also

•Record the employer of the donor.
•Report the contribution in the itemized 
portion of schedule A1 of your 
compliance report. 

•This applies to aggregate 
contributions as well:
•If one donor has given multiple 
contributions that total more than 
$200, you must itemize them all, 
listing each contribution separately 
on the report under the donor’s 
name.

•Contributions from donors who have 
given $200 or less, in total, will be 
added together and listed in the un-
itemized portion of schedule A1 of 
your compliance report. However, 
you still need to keep an internal 
record of each of these 
contributions.



CONTRIBUTIONS
For all contributions of $20 or 

less – Cash

• You only need to report the 
date and amount received.

• If you collect money by 
passing around a hat, you 
should tell donors that if they 
want to donate more than 
$20, they should see the 
treasurer so you can get their 
donation information. Multiple 
donations of $20 or less 
collected by passing around 
a hat are reported with other 
non-itemized contributions.

For all contributions of $20 or 
less – In-kind

• You don’t need to report 
anything.



CONTRIBUTIONS
What are the penalties for non-compliance

• The Board can charge a penalty of up to $1,000 for the following things:
• Accepting a contribution when the party unit does not have a treasurer.
• Not keeping records of contributions.
• Mixing party unit funds with other money.
• Not depositing contributions promptly.
• Accepting an anonymous contribution over $20.
• A legislative caucus accepting a contribution during the legislative 

session from the prohibited groups.
• If the party unit accepts a contribution without the required disclosure form 

from a group that is not registered with the Board and the contribution is 
more than $200, the Board can charge a penalty of up to four times the 
amount of the contribution that is over $200.

• The Board can seek a penalty of up to $3,000 if someone tries to get 
around the contribution limits or the disclosure requirements by making 
contributions through another person or on behalf of another person. The 
Board also can seek a penalty of up to $3,000 if a person knowingly fails to 
keep records of contributions. The Board can impose an additional $3,000 
civil penalty on the party unit that is affiliated with the person who 
knowingly failed to keep the contribution records.
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EXPENDITURES

How can a party unit spend its money?

•A party unit can make contributions to candidates, to 
political committees or funds registered with the 
Board, to federal or local committees, and to other 
political party units. You must include the party unit 
registration number on any contribution made by the 
party unit.

•A party unit also can make independent expenditures 
and ballot question expenditures. 

•A party unit can pay expenses related to the 
operation of the party unit, such as fundraising 
expenses, website fees, and administrative costs. 

•Money collected for political purposes cannot be 
used by or loaned to anyone for personal reasons.



EXPENDITURES

What are in-kind expenditures?

• In-kind expenditures result ONLY 
from your party unit’s receipt of 
in-kind contributions. They are 
equal and complementary. 
Every in-kind contribution 
received by your party unit 
results in an in-kind expenditure 
on the date that the in-kind 
contribution was accepted by 
your party unit.

What are in-kind contributions to 
candidates, political committees 

or funds, or other party units?

• If a political party unit gives 
something other than money to 
a candidate, a political 
committee or fund, or another 
party unit such as lawn signs or 
other campaign materials. 
Donations of things other than 
money are in-kind contributions 
to the receiving entity. The 
party unit would report these 
transactions on the contribution 
schedules of its campaign 
finance report. There are 
separate schedules for 
contributions to each type of 
recipient committee.



EXPENDITURES

What are approved expenditures?

• If your party unit decides to spend money on a candidate’s behalf 
and if the candidate approves, or is in any way involved with the 
spending, the amount spent is a contribution to the candidate. This 
type of campaign spending is called an ‘approved expenditure’.

• Before your party unit goes ahead with an approved expenditure on 
a candidate’s behalf, the candidate or the candidate’s committee 
treasurer must approve the expense in writing. The written 
permission must describe what the party unit is going to do for the 
candidate, when it will happen, and how much the party unit can 
spend. The Board has a form on its website for approving 
expenditures. A letter also is acceptable proof of approval. You 
should keep a copy of the letter or the form for the party unit 
records. Approved expenditures are reported by the party unit as in-
kind contributions to the benefitted candidate. The amount of the 
contribution is the amount that the party unit spent on the 
candidate’s behalf. The date of the contribution is the date that the 
contribution was accepted.



EXPENDITURES

What are multi-candidate expenditures?

• If your party unit plans to spend money on communications that help more 
than one candidate, then the following multi-candidate expenditures are 
not counted as contributions to the candidate or as expenditures on behalf 
of a candidate: 
• Expenditures made on behalf of a party’s candidates that do not refer to 

any of the candidates specifically in a published, posted, or broadcast 
advertisement. 

• Spending on the following activities is limited to $5,000 by the Federal 
Election Commission if the election has at least one federal candidate on 
the ballot even if you only mention state candidates. Exceeding $5,000 
will trigger a requirement to register with the FEC:

• Expenditures made for the preparation, display, mailing, or other 
distribution of an official party sample ballot that lists the names of three 
or more individuals whose names will appear on the ballot. 

• Expenditures for telephone calls that include the names of three or more 
individuals whose names are to appear on the ballot Expenditures for a 
party fund-raising effort on behalf of three or more candidates. 
Expenditures for party committee staff services that benefit three or more 
candidates.



EXPENDITURES
What are Independent Expenditures?

• Spending money on a candidate’s 
behalf without consulting with or 
involving the candidate or the 
candidate's committee in any way. 
An independent expenditure is not a 
contribution to the candidate and is 
reported on schedule B3 of your 
compliance report. The treasurer 
must sign an affidavit stating that the 
expenditures were independent, 
and the affidavit must be notarized. 

What are Ballot Question 
Expenditures?

• Party units can spend money on 
proposed amendments the state 
constitution. This spending is not a 
contribution and is reported on 
schedule B4 of your compliance 
report. 



EXPENDITURES
What is the aggregate limit on contributions from party units?

• There is a limit on the total amount that can be given to a candidate’s 
committee by all party units and closing state candidate committees 
combined during a two-year period. A two-year period that ends on 
December 31 of an election year is called an election segment. 

• The limits are:



EXPENDITURES

What records do I need to keep?

• You must keep records of all the party unit expenditures, including cash and in-
kind contributions to candidates, political committees or funds, and other party 
units. independent expenditures. and ballot question expenditures. 

• Your records must include:
• The date and amount of the expenditure, including in-kind expenditures.
• The name and address of the vendor.
• A description of the item or service purchased.

• You must keep the records for four years. 
• The treasurer must approve all spending done by the party unit. 
• You must have an invoice or a receipt for any payment over $200. 
• If the party unit spends more than $200 with a vendor at one time or over the 

course of the year, you must itemize the payments to that vendor. 
• The date that an expenditure is reportable is the date when the party unit made 

the commitment to spend the money, not when the bill was actually paid. An 
expenditure that has not been paid at the reporting date is listed as an unpaid 
bill.

• The date that an in-kind expenditure was made is the date that the party unit 
accepted the in-kind contribution of goods or the date that in-kind services were 
provided. The vendor for the in-kind expenditure is the donor of the 
corresponding in-kind contribution. (cont. next slide)



EXPENDITURES
What records do I need to keep (cont.)?

• You also must keep records of all contributions 
made by the party unit to candidates, political 
committees or funds, and other party units. 

• You should keep these records separately by 
type of recipient because you must report your 
contributions to these entities on separate 
schedules.

• When your party unit makes a contribution to 
another entity, you must give that entity your 
party unit name and Board registration number.

• You also must keep records of all contributions 
returned to the party unit.



EXPENDITURES
What are the penalties for non-compliance

•The Board can charge a penalty of up to $1,000 for the following things:
•Spending money when the party unit does not have a treasurer.
•Not keeping records of spending.
•Mixing party unit funds with other money.
•Making a contribution from a legislative caucus to a legislative 

candidate during the legislative session.
•Making a contribution to a candidate that is more than the candidate is 

permitted to
•Accept.
•Not including the party unit Board registration number on a 

contribution.
•The Board also can seek a penalty of up to $3,000 if a person knowingly 

fails to keep records of expenditures. The Board can impose an 
additional $3,000 civil penalty on the party unit that is affiliated with the 
person who knowingly failed to keep the expenditure records.

•The Board can bring a legal action to recover money raised from 
contributions that are not used for political purposes.
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ACCOUNTING
Accounting best practices tips

• It is highly recommended that the treasurer maintain complete and 
accurate records:
• Record the date, amount, name, address and employer of all contributors 

regardless of the amount they give.
• The one exception would be multiple individual contributions of less than 

$20 collected at a meeting or event where the ‘hat’ was passed around. In 
this case, record the date and total of the multiple contributions of less than 
$20.

• Record the date, amount, name and address of vendor of all expenditures 
regardless of the amount.

• For most BPOUs, using accounting software such as Quick Books will not be 
necessary. However, at a minimum, using excel reports or the CFB 
reporting software to maintain accurate records is a must!

• It is recommended that you keep copies of deposited checks, vendor 
receipts and any other finance or compliance related documentation in 
organized files. This will make life much easier if in the unlikely event your 
BPOU is audited by the CFB. State statute requires party units to keep 
financial records for at least four years. If your BPOU is audited, the CFB will 
ask for all and any documentation you have and life will be much easier if 
you have thorough documentation. 
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REPORTING
Each report has a summary section 

where you show

• The total amount given to the party 
unit.

• The total amount spent by the party 
unit directly.

• The total amount contributed by the 
party unit to candidates, political 
committees and funds, and other 
party unit.

• The total amount spent by the party 
unit on independent expenditures 
and ballot question expenditures.

Each report also requires a detailed list 
of each contribution and expenditure 

over $200

• The report also has schedules where 
you list more details about the 
contributions that the party unit 
received and the expenditures that 
the party unit made. For example, 
you list contributions to the party unit 
on Schedule A1 – CR - Contributions 
Received. 

• You use the Schedule B forms to list 
direct spending; contributions to 
candidates, political committees and 
funds, and other party units; and 
independent and ballot question 
expenditures. 

• Finally, there are places to report the 
details of loans and unpaid bills. All 
individual receipts and expenditures 
in aggregate of $200.01 and more 
must be itemized.



REPORTING

CFB Reporting Software

•Unless a waiver is obtained, all BPOUs 
must file their compliance reports 
electronically using the free board 
software. The software and instructions 
can be found here: 
https://cfb.mn.gov/filer-
resources/self-help/education-and-
tools/campaign-finance-reporter-
download-page/



REPORTING
Reporting Schedule

• In a non-election year, all party 
units must file one report for the 
entire year. This report is due on 
January 31st of the following year. 
In an election year, the reporting 
schedule varies depending on the 
type of committee. 

• There will be multiple reports due 
during the election year. 

• In addition, there are new 
reporting requirements for Party 
Units participating in certain 
Hennepin County Elections. 

• You can find the reporting 
schedules here under ‘Filer 
Resources’: https://cfb.mn.gov/

Notes

• Each report covers the time 
period from the beginning of the 
year to the date of the report.

• The beginning balance on every 
report is always the ending 
balance from the previous year’s 
report. Because each report 
covers the entire year up to the 
date of the report, you will repeat 
some of the earlier receipt and 
spending entries on the later 
reports. 

• A party unit must file reports every 
year until the party unit closes, 
even if the party unit does not 
collect or spend any money 
during the year. Remember that 
late fees begin without notice on 
the day after a report is due.
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RAFFLES
Political party units are not allowed to conduct raffles. 
Only charitable non-profits may conduct raffles. 

How to determine if a drawing is a raffle? 

If a contribution is required to participate in the 
drawing, then it is a raffle. 

If nothing is required of the participant, then it is 
not considered a raffle. 

Bottom line is you can’t require a contribution to attend 
an event if the contribution is tied to eligibility in a 
drawing for a prize. 

Gambling proceeds can not be spent for political 
purposes.

You may not knowingly accept any contribution that 
was the result of gambling winnings.

Charitable gambling organizations can not give 
contributions to political causes.

Gambling proceeds can not be spent for political 
purposes.

You may not knowingly accept any contribution 
that was the result of gambling winnings.

Charitable gambling organizations can not give 
contributions to political causes.
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SILENT AUCTIONS

Accepting goods for auction

•No corporate donations – either direct or 
indirect

•No donations of more than $200 from 
associations not registered with the Board(May 
be permitted with additional financial 
disclosure. Contact the Board office for more 
information.)

•Best practice: Accept donations only from 
individuals

Recording donation transactions

•A donation for a silent auction is an in-kind 
contribution to the recipient.

•Every in-kind donation of more than $20 must be 
recorded. Count the total value of all items 
being donated by a single individual when 
determining whether to record the donation or 
not. Do not divide the donation into multiple 
items to avoid recording.

• If the fair market value of the donation is $20 or 
less, no record is required for campaign finance 
purposes, should keep a record for internal 
committee purposes.

•The information that must be recorded is the 
same as for cash contributions:
•Name and address of donor; employment 

information if the donation is more than $200.
•Best practice: Create a donation receipt form 

including donor name, address, employment 
information, date, item and estimated value. 

•Remember – you must also record an in-kind 
expenditure on the same date and for same 
value of the in-kind contribution received. The 
two transactions much cancel each other out 
on your compliance report.



SILENT AUCTIONS

Selling items at the auction

• The auction is entirely separate from 
the process of obtaining items to 
sell.

• Each purchase at an auction is 
considered a cash contribution to 
the seller.

• On reports, report purchases as 
cash contributions. Do not report 
what was purchased or the fact that 
the cash contribution is related to a 
silent auction.

• The full amount of the purchase 
price is the amount of the 
contribution. Do not reduce the 
purchase price by the value of the 
item for reporting purposes.

• For internal purposes, the treasurer 
will want to retain records relating 
the contributions back to the items 
purchased.

Financial controls

• Treasurer must keep control over 
the process.

• If others are soliciting and 
accepting donations, report all 
required information to the treasurer 
promptly.

• Donation receipt forms should be 
delivered to treasurer.

• The treasurer makes the final 
determination of fair market value.

• All bid sheets from silent auction 
should be retained by treasurer.

• All payments must be turned over to 
treasurer promptly.

• Records must be retained for four 
years after the reporting year during 
which the transaction occurred.
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JOINT FUNDRAISERS
If you plan to hold a joint fundraiser with other candidates see Minn. Rules 4503.1200 

on how to handle contributions and expenses. You may view the rule at: 
www.revisor.mn.gov/rules/?id=4503.1200. Here is the statute:

• Subpart 1. General requirement. Proceeds and costs of joint fund-raising events held 
by two or more principal campaign committees must be allocated in such a way as 
to avoid earmarking and prohibited transfers or contributions from one principal 
campaign committee to another.

• Subp. 2. Elective procedures to assure compliance. Principal campaign committees 
may be certain that allocation of proceeds and costs of a joint fundraising event will 
not result in earmarking or a prohibited transfer or contribution if:

• A. contributions are made individually to each committee by check payable to the 
committee, by cash given in a separate collection for the committee, or by cash 
with a record kept of each contributor and recipient;

• B. expenses of the event are allocated among the participating committees in 
direct proportion to the contributions received by each committee; and

• C. campaign expenditures and noncampaign disbursements are allocated 
separately and in the same proportion.

• Subp. 3. Record keeping and reconciliation of expenses. The treasurers of principal 
campaign committees conducting a joint fund-raising event must maintain records 
of all costs associated with the event. After the conclusion of the event, the 
treasurers shall complete a reconciliation and allocation of the costs of the event 
pursuant to this part, and shall make any transfers of funds between the committees 
necessary to properly allocate the expenses.
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IS IT A CONTRIBUTION OR INCOME?

Money received by your party unit is reported either as a contribution to 
the party unit or as miscellaneous income. Almost all of the money 

received by a party unit should be reported as contributions but there are 
a few exceptions to this general rule. Here are some common receipts 

and how they should be reported:

•Money received for tickets to a fundraiser is a Contribution.
•Money received for a table sponsorship at a fundraiser is a Contribution.
•Money given to reimburse your party unit for another party unit’s share of 

the cost of a good or service, such as a mailing or a fundraiser is 
Miscellaneous income.

•Money received as a refund because the party unit paid for a good or 
service that it never received is Miscellaneous income.

• Interest paid on a bank account is Miscellaneous income.
•Proceeds from selling something at a silent or live auction is a 

Contribution.
• Item given to your party unit to sell at an auction is Contribution.
•Refund of a security deposit is Miscellaneous income.
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IS A PAYMENT AN EXPENDITURE OR A 
CONTRIBUTION?

Money paid out by your party unit is reported either as an expenditure or as a 
contribution. Money paid to other entities registered with the Board is the only 

type of payment that is ever If you use CFR, enter the contribution using the 
registration number provided and the system will fill in the recipient’s correct 
committee name. All other payments are reported as expenditures. Here are 

some common payments and how they should be reported:

• Money paid to a candidate committee for tickets to a fundraiser is a 
Contribution.

• Payment to another party unit or a committee registered with the Board for a 
table sponsorship at an event is a Contribution.

• Payment to a group not registered with the Board for sponsorship of an event 
is an Expenditure

• Money given to a 501(3)(c) charity is an Expenditure.
• Money you returned to a contributor more than 90 days after deposit of the 

contribution is an Expenditure.
• Money paid to another party unit because your party unit agreed to make a 

joint expenditure with the other party unit and the other party unit initially 
paid the entire cost of the expenditure is an Expenditure.
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WHERE DO I GET MORE INFORMATION?

How to contact the MN Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board

• Board and legal information - Jeff Sigurdson (651) 539-1189
• Registration for all programs - Megan Engelhardt (651) 539-1182
• Campaign finance reporting - Melissa Stevens (651) 539-1188
• Public subsidy - Jeff Sigurdson (651) 539-1189
• Advisory opinions - Jeff Sigurdson (651) 539-1189
• Campaign finance software - Gary Bauer (651) 539-1185
• Website questions and comments - Jon Peterson (651) 539-1186
• General information - (651) 539-1180
• Toll free - (800) 657-3889
• Website: https://cfb.mn.gov/
• Online help: https://cfb.mn.gov/filer-resources/self-help/education-and-

tools/online-videos/
• Republican Party of Minnesota: (651) 222-0022 – Ask for Ron Huettl for 

campaign finance questions. Or email at rjh@mngop.com


